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Elisabeth Rosenthal has given us all a gift. She has penned a brilliant analysis and 
critique of the American health care system, at a time when signs of gross system failure are 
obvious and broadcast ever more loudly. This book should be a major force in the debate about 
health care reform in the US. Moreover, it is top-of-the-list reading for anyone encountering 
health care in America, whether as worker, patient, family member/protector, or reformer.  

 
Her Introduction captures her message succinctly: “In the past quarter century, the 

American medical system has stopped focusing on health or even science. Instead it attends more 
or less single-mindedly to its own profits.” Expenditures of $3 trillion per year in the most 
profitable sector of the US economy, constituting about 20% of GDP are producing health 
outcomes for its population that are the worst of the developed world. Other developed countries 
spend about half per person of what the US does.  
 

The author is exceptionally well qualified for this task. Trained as a physician at Harvard 
Medical School, with a specialty in internal medicine, she has also logged 22 years as a reporter, 
correspondent, and senior writer at the New York Times. She is currently Editor-in-Chief of 
Kaiser Health News.  
 

Stories are the book’s stars. Drawn from patients, workers, physicians and others, they make 
fascinating reading. To these, Rosenthal adds extensive research findings to shine a spotlight on 
the system’s irrational operation. Story and research make for a powerful inner structure. Using 
it, the author documents high system profitability while uncovering growing failures. Admirably, 
she does this without losing sight of the fact that many health care workers labor diligently for 
the best interests of their patients. And she tells us how we can fight it, as patients and 
individuals.  
 

The author employs a helpful and ingenious tool in her analysis. At the outset, she presents a 
list of the “Economic Rules of the Dysfunctional Medical Market,” a set of 10 recurring themes 
in the system’s operation/failure. These 10 rules are then highlighted throughout the book’s 
analysis of US health care. They point to the inescapable conclusion that a system which is home 
to modern medical miracles does not protect or enhance the health of the populace very well. 
That system is highly advantageous for some. It has become profoundly irrational; billed and 
expensive health care services often have nothing to do with health care or health. Those 10 rules 
are worth repeating here: 
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1) More treatment is always better. Default to the most expensive option. 
2) A lifetime of treatment is preferable to a cure. 
3) Amenities and marketing matter more than good care. 
4) As technologies age, prices can rise rather than fall. 
5) There is no free choice. Patients are stuck. And they’re stuck buying American. 
6) More competitors vying for business doesn’t mean better prices; it can drive prices up, 

not down. 
7) Economies of scale don’t translate to lower prices. With their market power, big 

providers can simply demand more. 
8) There is no such thing as a fixed price of a procedure or test. And the uninsured pay the 

highest prices of all. 
9) There are no standards for billing. There’s money to be made in billing for anything and 

everything. 
10) Prices will rise to whatever the market will bear.  

 
      Fun thought challenge: take any 3 of the above and ask what together they tell you about the 
nature of the health care system.  
 
On Story 
 
      Oh, the things you’ll see: a hospital stay for ectopic pregnancy with bill labeled entirely as 
“miscellaneous,” the “army of consultants running around hospitals,” Bachelor’s degrees in 
Medical Coding, hospital consolidations, overnight ballooning of drug prices, MDs exhausted by 
precertification requirements often driven by insurance subcontractors, the rise of the Medical 
SuperPACs, bills for knee replacements with 4 different charges for parts of the implant (“Hey, 
my knee is a singular”), the gaming of patent law, the transfer of drug patents between pharma 
companies like poker chips, and lots more.  
 
 On Changing This 
 
      Rosenthal does not only address what’s wrong with the system. The last section of the book 
is a discussion of how we can effectively challenge the abuses of our healthcare system, 
individually and as a society. This section is organized by topic, such as doctors’ bills, hospitals’ 
bills, drug and device costs, and more. This discussion has 2 purposes: patients’ self- protection, 
and support for beginning a larger social change process. (The irony of needing to protect 
yourself from a healthcare system should not be lost on anyone.) Her suggestions are valuable 
and provocative, such as this question for your doctor’s practice: “Is your practice owned by a 
hospital or licensed as a surgery center?” (If so, you may be billed for “facility” fees).  
 
      Concerning hospitals: Rosenthal recommends that you vet your hospital, and offers helpful 
resources for doing so. US News & World Report ranks hospitals, but beware, the ratings are 
reputation-based. Consultants also teach hospitals how to game the ratings. The Leapfrog Group 
rates hospitals’ safety records (more irony), and Medicare has available a “Hospital Compare” 
tool.  
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      Before going into a hospital, she suggests that you clarify terms: are you being admitted or 
held under “observation status?” If held under observation, you will be billed the higher 
outpatient cost. Another warning: ask the identity of every unfamiliar person who appears at 
your bedside, what he/she is doing, and who actually sent them. “Drive-by doctoring” is 
apparently a thing: that kind person you’ve never seen before who’s “just checking how you’re 
doing” may well charge you a consult fee. It won’t be cheap.  
 
      She recommends that patients request completely itemized bills. The hospital will likely 
resist; keep demanding it. Just for fun, ask them for their chargemaster (the hospital’s complete 
list of services and charges). You won’t get it, but watching their song and dance will be 
entertaining, boost your mood, and may be therapeutic. Addressing system change, Rosenthal, 
along with many legal scholars, advocates using antitrust law to break up oversize hospital 
conglomerates.  

 
      Concerning drugs: check out the contents and costs of your meds. The author cites examples 
where patients have been prescribed a new, updated, more expensive drug which is nothing more 
than a combination of 2 older, less expensive drugs. Purchasing the 2 separately in these cases is 
less expensive (if available), and worth checking out. She also recommends shopping overseas if 
you can, and use overseas mail order pharmaceutical suppliers to order long-term meds. Under 
“System Change/Drugs,” Rosenthal advocates allowing the importation of drugs by pharmacies 
or individuals.  Reform of the drug patent process in the US should be a priority; one 
improvement would be restricting the award of patents that do not offer true novelty or benefits. 
Another suggestion would be for the FDA to distinguish between patented products that offer 
high and low value to patients. It would also be helpful to consumers and prescribers if drug 
makers were required to estimate prices at the start of the FDA application process.    
 
Final Thoughts 
 

Could the book be improved? Sure, probably every book could. That should not detract from 
the tremendous achievement it represents. Still, given Rosenthal’s clear interest in reforming the 
system, a little more information on the true beneficiaries of the current system would be helpful. 
Who owns and who runs these insurance companies, mega-hospitals, pharmaceutical 
corporations, device makers/suppliers, medical charities and non-profit foundations, etc? Who is 
signing the paychecks for the lobbyists that swarm the nation’s capital? What do they have to say 
about this system? And how are they connected to the ½ of ½ of 1% of the population that 
controls hugely disproportionate shares of wealth?  

 
In pursuing system change, who’s fighting for patients? What kind of role have labor and 

civil rights organizations played in pushing reform? The National Nurses Union (NNU), the 
Service Employees International Union (SEIU), the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP), #Black Lives Matter, the National Organization for Women 
(NOW), Planned Parenthood, and #MeToo have all exercised leadership roles in the struggle 
against inequities in the health care system, whether in health outcomes or in the organization 
and delivery of services. How are they doing? Could they do better? What else or who else might 
be needed?  
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It is abundantly clear from Rosenthal that we are in the presence of system: a complicated 
interrelationship of connected parts and diverse players. That system is not the same as the sum 
of its parts, and it’s not reducible to “bad individuals.” Can that system, with its skewed 
priorities, be changed through the introduction of a government-as-single-payer system? If so, 
how so? Bear in mind the following example (Chapter 8): big pharma, a leading medical charity, 
and the largest private foundation funder all refused to support a prominent diabetes researcher’s 
work on a promising cure (“You’re working with a generic. How will we make money?”) Hell, 
even the medical charities have skin in this game. Calling it Venture Philanthropy, disease 
foundations invest in drug, device or biotech companies with the expectation of financial gain. 
Call it a grayish line between the profit and the not-for-profit. System, indeed.  

 
An American Sickness is powerful and compelling. Beautifully written, it is very accessible 

for folks inside and outside the health professions. Almost everyone in the US, with very few 
exceptions, would benefit from reading it. Most of us have had our own encounters with the 
health care system, or know or love people who have. It’s a likely part of the future for most of 
us. It certainly deserves our careful attention, and the author our thanks.   
 
 
Steve Legeay is a sociologist who has taught classes in the Sociology of the Health Care System. 
He recently retired from VAYA Health. He lives in Asheville. 


